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life. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to
state standards. Abdo Kids Jumbo is an imprint of Abdo
Kids, a division of ABDO.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Kitson Jazynka 2012 Introduces
the life and legacy of civil rights leader Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.
National Geographic Readers: Sonia Sotomayor Barbara
Kramer 2016-01-12 Explore one of the most recognized
names in modern America with this biography of Supreme
Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor. Kids will learn about her
rise to be the first Hispanic Supreme Court Justice and
the trials she faced along the way. The level 3 text
provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for
independent readers.
Turning Pages Sonia Sotomayor 2018-09-04 Supreme Court
Justice Sonia Sotomayor tells her own story for young
readers for the very first time! As the first Latina
Supreme Court Justice, Sonia Sotomayor has inspired
young people around the world to reach for their dreams.
But what inspired her? For young Sonia, the answer was
books! They were her mirrors, her maps, her friends, and
her teachers. They helped her to connect with her family
in New York and in Puerto Rico, to deal with her
diabetes diagnosis, to cope with her father's death, to
uncover the secrets of the world, and to dream of a
future for herself in which anything was possible. In
Turning Pages, Justice Sotomayor shares that love of
books with a new generation of readers, and inspires
them to read and puzzle and dream for themselves.
Accompanied by Lulu Delacre's vibrant art, this story of
the Justice's life shows readers that the world is full
of promise and possibility--all they need to do is turn
the page. Praise for Turning Pages: * "A sincere and
insightful autobiography that also demonstrates the
power of the written word. A winning addition to
libraries that serve young readers." --School Library
Journal, starred review "A personal and appealing book
made to inspire." --Booklist "A thoughtful introduction
to both the power of reading and an inspiring role
model." --Kirkus Reviews "This book would be great as a
read-aloud for class discussions of the Supreme Court,
or United States government, or of important people in
public service. It would also be good for independent
reading by students interested in biographies or
political figures." --School Library Connection
Jesse Owens Laurie Calkhoven 2017-01-17 Sprint around
the track and get to know Jesse Owens in this
fascinating, nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a
new series of biographies about people “you should
meet.” Meet Jesse Owens, an African American runner who
won four gold medals at the 1936 Olympics in Berlin!
What made his achievement even more memorable was that
Adolph Hitler expected the Olympic Games to be a German
showcase. In fact, he criticized the United States for
even including black athletes on its Olympic roster.
According to many reports, after Owens won his fourth
gold medal, Hitler stormed out of the stadium. In 1936
Jesse Owens took a stand against racism and made

Jane Goodall Lois Sepahban 2015-08 This title is a
brief, yet informative, biography on Jane Goodall.
Readers will learn about Goodall's early life, personal
life, and all about her contributions to science, the
study of chimpanzees, conservation, and both human and
animal welfare. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Core Library is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Katy Perry Nadia Higgins 2017-01-01 You may know that
Katy Perry is a shining star of pop who has soared to
number one on the charts again and again. But did you
know that Katy: • is a pastor's kid times two? Both her
mom and dad are pastors who encouraged her to sing in
church. • was dropped by two recording labels before she
finally got her big break with Capitol Records? •
exercises by jumping rope before every single show? Want
to know more about the life of this talented celebrity?
Read on to learn all about Katy's childhood, career,
favorite things, love life, future goals, and more!
Scholastic Reader Level 3: When I Grow Up: Sally Ride
Annmarie Anderson 2015-02-24 Meet the first American
woman to travel to space!Sally Ride was the first
American female astronaut to go to space. She worked on
a space shuttle for two different missions. But Sally
Ride did more than just travel to space. She also was a
teacher, an author, and a professor. Learn more about
her amazing life in this new biography!The WHEN I GROW
UP easy readers are the perfect introductory biography
series. Each book takes the reader on a journey from a
recognizable figure's obscure childhood to famed
adulthood. Aspirational first-person text is accompanied
by a mix of photography and illustrations. This fun take
on the early biography is ideal for home or the
classroom and will inspire children to live out their
dreams.
Sonia Sotomayor (L3, Spanish) Barbara Kramer 2019-09-03
Conoce a una de las personas más reconocidas en
Norteamérica hoy en día con esta biografía de la jueza
de la Corte Suprema, Sonia Sotomayor. Los niños
aprenderán acerca de comó llegó a ser la primera Jueza
Latina de la Corte Suprema y los obstáculos que tuvo que
enfrentar en el camino. Este texto de nivel 3
proporciona información accesible pero a la vez amplia
para lectores independientes.
Greta Thunberg Rachel Rose 2020 Meet the teenager whose
school strike for climate change inspired a generation
and led to the largest climate demonstration in human
history. Greta Thunberg shows the power of young people-and she's just getting started.
Joe Biden Grace Hansen 2020-12-15 This title is an
introductory biography on Joe Biden, the 46th president
of the United States. Readers will learn where Joe was
born, where he went to school, and about his family.
Readers will also learn a bit about Joe’s career, like
his time in the senate, his service as vice president,
his campaign for the presidency alongside Kamala Harris,
and his election. Complete with photographs of Biden’s
national-geographic-readers-sonia-sotomayor-readers-bios
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history. A special section at the back of the book
includes extras on subjects like history and math, plus
a short article filled with interesting facts about the
Olympics. With the You Should Meet series, learning
about historical figures has never been so fascinating!
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Rachel Rose 2020-08
Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is the youngest
woman to ever serve in the United States Congress.
Explore how this changemaker made a name for herself on
her way to Capitol Hill.
Ava DuVernay: Movie Director Kate Moening 2020-08-01 Ava
DuVernay is an award-winning director! This impressive
woman surpassed critics and found success in the movie
business. This engaging title incorporates factual text,
a profile, timeline and more that highlight Ava’s
powerful presence in the film industry!
Frederick Douglass Barbara Kramer 2017 Discover the
world of one of America's most celebrated abolitionists,
writers, and orators in this inspirational biography of
Frederick Douglass. Kids will learn about his life,
achievements, and the challenges he faced along the way.
The Level 2 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging,
information for independent readers.
Carla Hayden: Librarian of Congress Kate Moening
2020-08-01 A true symbol of progress, Carla Hayden is
both the first African American and the first woman to
become Librarian of Congress! This title uses leveled
text to show how Carla turned her love of reading into a
successful and respected career. Fun features such as
quotes, a hometown map, and more illustrate Carla’s
leadership!
National Geographic Readers: Barack Obama Caroline
Crosson Gilpin 2014-08-05 What biography series is
complete without a title on the current U.S. President:
Barack Obama? The election of an African American
president was truly a monumental day in American
history. His legacy will live on as a barrier-breaker
and a pioneer. Learn all about our 44th President in
this fascinating leveled reader.
Cesar Chavez Jeri Cipriano 2020-08-01 As a child, Cesar
Chavez worked on farms with his family. He felt the
workers were not treated well. Cesar used his voice to
become a leader in making sure farm workers were paid
better and treated fairly.
Barack Obama Caroline Crosson Gilpin 2014 Describes the
life and achievements of Barack Obama, from his
childhood and early career in politics to his life as
President of the United States.
Sonia Sotomayor Jonah Winter 2011-06-07 The inspiring
and timely story of Sonia Sotomayor, who rose up from a
childhood of poverty and prejudice to become the first
Latino to be nominated to the US Supreme Court. Before
Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor took her seat in
our nation's highest court, she was just a little girl
in the South Bronx. Justice Sotomayor didn't have a lot
growing up, but she had what she needed -- her mother's
love, a will to learn, and her own determination. With
bravery she became the person she wanted to be. With
hard work she succeeded. With little sunlight and only a
modest plot from which to grow, Justice Sotomayor
bloomed for the whole world to see. Antes de que la
magistrada de la Corte Suprema Sonia Sotomayor llegara
al máximo tribunal de nuestra nación, no era más que una
niñita en el South Bronx. La magistrada Sotomayor no
tuvo mucho durante sus primeros años, pero sí tuvo lo
que contaba -- el amor de su madre, la voluntad de
aprender y su propia determinación. Con valentía se hizo
la persona que quería ser. Con trabajo arduo triunfó.
Con un poquito de sol en un solarcito donde crecer, la
magistrada Sotomayor floreció para que todo el mundo la
vea.
Abraham Lincoln Caroline Gilpin 2012 An introduction to
the 16th president's life and legacy includes
discussions of his Civil War leadership and historic
decision to abolish slavery, in a leveled reader that
national-geographic-readers-sonia-sotomayor-readers-bios

presents difficult historical concepts in an accessible
manner to developing readers and provides engaging
sidebars, timetables, fun facts and diagrams to keep
them engaged. Simultaneous.
I Got This Laurie Hernandez 2017-01-24 New York Times,
Wall Street Journal, and USA Today Bestseller! Gold
medal-winning Olympic gymnast and Dancing with the Stars
champion Laurie Hernandez shares her story in her own
words in this debut book for fans of all ages—with
never-before-seen photos! At sixteen years old, Laurie
Hernandez has already made many of her dreams come
true—and yet it’s only the beginning for this highly
accomplished athlete. A Latina Jersey girl, Laurie saw
her life take a dramatic turn last summer when she was
chosen to be a part of the 2016 US Olympic gymnastics
team. After winning gold in Rio as part of the Final
Five, Laurie also earned an individual silver medal for
her performance on the balance beam. Nicknamed “the
Human Emoji” for her wide-eyed and animated expressions,
Laurie continued to dance her way into everyone’s hearts
while competing on the hit reality TV show Dancing with
the Stars, where she was the youngest-ever winner of the
Mirrorball Trophy. Poignant and funny, Laurie’s story is
about growing up with the dream of becoming an Olympian
and what it took to win gold. She talks about her loving
family, her rigorous training, her intense sacrifices,
and her amazing triumphs. Be prepared to fall in love
with and be mesmerized by America’s newest sweetheart
all over again.
Sacagawea Kitson Jazynka 2015 Explore one of the most
recognized figures in American history with this
biography of Sacagawea. Kids will learn about her
crucial role in the Lewis and Clark expedition and her
influential legacy. The level 3 text provides
accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for
independent readers.
National Geographic Readers: Abraham Lincoln Caroline
Crosson Gilpin 2012-12-26 The most effective method used
to influence children to read is to incorporate the
information that interests them the most. National
Geographic Readers are educational, high-interest, and
comprehensive for children. In this title, readers will
learn about the fascinating life and legacy of our 16th
President of the United States, Abraham Lincoln and his
historic decision to abolish slavery. Readers will also
learn why this decision impacted the United States, as
well as the extent of Lincoln's impact as a fearless
leader of the Civil War. In this level two biography,
difficult concepts are made understandable and
transitioned into a more approachable manner. This
includes the use of sidebars, timetables, diagrams and
fun facts to hold the interest of the young reader. The
colorful design and educational illustrations round out
this text as an exemplary book for their young minds to
explore. National Geographic supports K-12 educators
with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information. From
the Trade Paperback edition.
Art from Her Heart Kathy Whitehead 2008 Clementine
Hunter's paintings went from hanging on her clothesline
to hanging in museums, yet because of the color of her
skin, a friend had to sneak her in when the gallery was
closed.
The Kidnapped Prince Ann Cameron 2010-12-08 Kidnapped at
the age of 11 from his home in Benin, Africa, Olaudah
Equiano spent the next 11 years as a slave in England,
the U.S., and the West Indies, until he was able to buy
his freedom. His autobiography, published in 1789, was a
bestseller in its own time. Cameron has modernized and
shortened it while remaining true to the spirit of the
original. It's a gripping story of adventure, betrayal,
cruelty, and courage. In searing scenes, Equiano
describes the savagery of his capture, the appalling
conditions on the slave ship, the auction, and the
forced labor. . . . Kids will read this young man's
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story on their own; it will also enrich curriculum units
on history and on writing.
Silverworld Diana Abu-Jaber 2020-03-17 Fall under the
spell of this fantasy-adventure story about a LebaneseAmerican girl who finds the courage to save her
grandmother. Perfect for fans of The Girl Who Drank the
Moon. Sitti, Sami's Lebanese grandmother, has been ill
for a while, slipping from reality and speaking in a
language only Sami can understand. Her family thinks
Sitti belongs in a nursing home, but Sami doesn't
believe she's sick at all. Desperate to help, Sami casts
a spell from her grandmother's mysertious charm book and
falls through an ancient mirror into a world unlike any
other. Welcome to Silverworld, an enchanted city where
light and dark creatures called Flickers and Shadows
strive to live in harmony. But lately Flickers have
started going missing, and powerful Shadow soldiers are
taking over the land. Everyone in Silverworld suspects
that Shadow Queen Nixie is responsible for the chaos,
which is bad enough. But could Nixie be holding Sami's
grandmother in her grasp too? To save Sitti and
Silverworld, Sami must brave adventure, danger, and the
toughest challenge of all: change.
George Washington Caroline Crosson Gilpin 2014
Chronicles the life of the first U.S. president, who was
a commander of the American forces during the American
Revolution.
Susan Wojcicki: CEO of YouTube Kate Moening 2019-08-01
Rising through the ranks at Google to become CEO of
YouTube, Susan Wojcicki is a tech titan! Profiles and
timelines help chronicle the life of this savvy CEO,
from her childhood to her role today. Young readers will
be inspired to see how Susan took her career from her
parent’s garage to become the leader at YouTube in this
low-level title.
We Sang You Home Richard Van Camp 2016-10-18 A gentle
rhymic board book that celebrates and welcomes baby into
the world.
Arcade and the Triple T Token Rashad Jennings 2019-01-29
Eleven-year-old Arcade Livingston has a problem.
Several, actually! The Tolley twins, aka neighborhood
bullies, are making Arcade’s move to a new city harder
than it needs to be. They expect him to do their
schoolwork. Arcade and the Triple T Token is the first
book in the humorous and imaginative Coin Slot
Chronicles series by New York Times bestselling author,
former NFL running back, and Dancing with the Stars
champion Rashad Jennings. While at the library—Arcade’s
favorite place to chill—a mysterious old woman gives him
a golden arcade token that grants him a unique gift. A
gift that allows him to time travel between different
places, including his own future. From sitting in the
dugout with Babe Ruth to hanging on to the back of a
bucking bull to performing life-saving surgery on a dog,
Arcade has no shortage of adventure! Together with his
older sister, Zoe, Arcade explores life’s biggest
thrills and challenges, and the two also have a big
mystery to solve. Who is the rightful owner of the
incredible Triple T Token that leads to such astounding
adventures? Written and designed for reluctant readers,
with shorter chapters and meaningful illustrations
throughout the book, Aracde and the Triple T Token
teaches children ages 8 and up: How to deal with tough
questions of “What do you want to be when you grow up?”
and “Where will you go next?” How to accept oneself
while facing tween/teen issues About fitness, faith, and
friendship If you enjoy Arcade and the Triple T Token,
check out the rest of the series: Arcade and the Golden
Travel Guide, Arcade and the Fiery Metal Tester, and
Arcade and the Dazzling Truth Detector.
National Geographic Readers: George Washington Caroline
Crosson Gilpin 2014-01-07 Learn all about George
Washington, one of the most important figures in
American history, in this colorful, inviting, and
entertaining biography. This carefully leveled reader is
national-geographic-readers-sonia-sotomayor-readers-bios

written in an easy-to-grasp style to encourage the
historians of tomorrow! National Geographic supports
K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
Dolores Huerta: Labor Activist Kate Moening 2019-08-01
Yes she could! Dolores Huerta inspired workers and led
the way for change in wages and working conditions. This
low-level text follows her journey from teacher to
activist, and the challenges she had to face as a woman
in these roles. A timeline, inspirational quotes, and
other features add to this engaging title for beginning
readers.
The Secret of the Blue Glass Tomiko Inui 2017-01-24 On
the first floor of the big house of the Moriyama family,
is a small library. There, on the shelves next to the
old books, live the Little People, a tiny family who
were once brought from England to Japan by a beloved
nanny. Since then, each generation of Moriyama-family
children has inherited the responsibility of filling the
blue glass with milk to feed the Little People and it's
now Yuri's turn. The little girl dutifully fulfils her
task but the world around the Moriyama family is
changing. Japan is caught in the whirl of what will soon
become World War II, turning her beloved older brother
into a fanatic nationalist and dividing the family for
ever. Sheltered in the garden and the house, Yuri is
able to keep the Little People safe, and they do their
best to comfort Yuri in return, until one day owing to
food restrictions milk is in shorter supply... From the
Trade Paperback edition.
The Shark King R. Kikuo Johnson 2012 In graphic novel
format, retells the Hawaiian story of Nanaue, born of
human mother and shark father, who struggles to find his
place in a village of humans.
Bravo! Margarita Engle 2017-03-14 Musician, botanist,
baseball player, pilot—the Latinos featured in this
collection, Bravo!, come from many different countries
and from many different backgrounds. Celebrate their
accomplishments and their contributions to a collective
history and a community that continues to evolve and
thrive today! Biographical poems include: Aida de
Acosta, Arnold Rojas, Baruj Benacerraf, César Chávez,
Fabiola Cabeza de Baca, Félix Varela, George Meléndez,
José Martí, Juan de Miralles, Juana Briones, Julia de
Burgos, Louis Agassiz Fuertes, Paulina Pedroso, Pura
Belpré, Roberto Clemente, Tito Puente, Ynes Mexia, Tomás
Rivera
National Geographic Readers: Harriet Tubman (L2) Barbara
Kramer 2019-12-24 Find out about the life of Harriet
Tubman and how her brave actions working to "conduct"
the Underground Railroad helped the Union Army in the
Civil War lead more than 700 slaves to freedom. Learn
about Harriet Tubman's life, achievements, and the
challenges she faced along the way. The Level 2 text
provides accessible, yet wide-ranging information for
independent readers. National Geographic Readers have
been a hit in the competitive beginning reader category,
and this book builds on that success with the same
careful text, brilliant photographs, and fun approach to
high-interest biographies of fascinating people such as
Harriet Tubman, has proved to be a winning formula with
kids.
Sonia Sotomayor Barbara Kramer 2016 Explore one of the
most recognized names in modern America with this
biography of Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor. Kids
will learn about her rise to be the first Hispanic
Supreme Court Justice and the trials she faced along the
way. The level 3 text provides accessible, yet wideranging, information for independent readers.
Sonia Sotomayor Paige V. Polinsky 2019 "Relevant images
match informative text in this introduction to Sonia
Sotomayor. Intended for students in kindergarten through
third grade"-National Geographic Readers: Sonia Sotomayor (L3,
Spanish) Barbara Kramer 2019-09-03 Conoce a una de las
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the athletes life. Zoom in even deeper with quick stats,
a timeline, and bolded glossary terms.
Cesar Chavez Jennifer Strand 2016-08-15 A union leader
who led peaceful protests, Cesar Chavez fought to
protect the rights of migrant farm workers. Historic
photos and easy-to-read text take readers into his
story. Quick stats, key dates, and bolded glossary terms
make it easy to zoom in even deeper. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo
Zoom is a division of ABDO.

personas más reconocidas en Norteamérica hoy en día con
esta biografía de la jueza de la Corte Suprema, Sonia
Sotomayor. Los niños aprenderán acerca de comó llegó a
ser la primera Jueza Latina de la Corte Suprema y los
obstáculos que tuvo que enfrentar en el camino. Este
texto de nivel 3 proporciona información accesible pero
a la vez amplia para lectores independientes.
Arthur Ashe Jennifer Strand 2016-08-15 A star tennis
player and advocate, Arthur Ashe was a true trailblazer.
Historic photos and easy-to-read text take readers into
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